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*2D Cross platform game: Click
to start! - 2D click is cursor
movement - use arrows left and
right to move* *Speed up your
game and win by going faster
and avoiding obstacles* *You
can use WASD to move around
and hold shift to run faster. Also,
hold mouse to look around and
move using WASD* *You can
also use the mouse to shoot in
different directions* *Take
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cover behind walls and vehicles*
*You can use arrow keys and
mouse to move* *You can use
WASD to move around and hold
shift to run faster* *Your health
and energy will deplete over
time* *Only one life* *Controls
can be changed while the game is
running* Download here:
********** Features
********** * 2D Cross
platform game: Click to start! -
2D click is cursor movement -
use arrows left and right to
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move* * Speed up your game
and win by going faster and
avoiding obstacles* * You can
use WASD to move around and
hold shift to run faster. Also,
hold mouse to look around and
move using WASD* * You can
also use the mouse to shoot in
different directions* * Take
cover behind walls and vehicles*
* You can use arrow keys and
mouse to move* * You can use
WASD to move around and hold
shift to run faster* * Your health
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and energy will deplete over
time* * Only one life* *
Controls can be changed while
the game is running* * F2
overlay interface window: Easy
access to command line.
Overlayed by default so you
don't need to click anywhere.
Please use F2 to switch tabs or
enter commands* * Tabs and F2
can be closed by clicking on
them* Download here: About
Pewdie's Metalworks
Metalworks Game Engine is a
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suite of tools for creating and
customizing a wide variety of
assets for use in games. Features:
* Import and export of a wide
variety of filetypes * Create
custom filetypes using GZip *
Allows you to manipulate a file's
properties for the various content
types including its compression
type, visual style, shaders,
textures,

Portable Crafty (2022)
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Features: - View and interact wit
h.mdl,.mdk,.md2,.bsp,.vmf,.vmr,
.txt,.gl,.glb,.glm and.gls files
directly. - Load the.mdl,.mdk,.m
d2,.bsp,.vmf,.vmr,.txt,.gl,.glb,.gl
m and.gls files directly. -
Preview.gl,.glb,.glm and.gls files
with or without textures. - View
the.mdl,.mdk,.md2 and.bsp files
in a variety of render modes. -
View the.md2 file details in a 3D
viewer window. - View and selec
t.bsp,.mdl,.vmf,.vmr,.txt,.gl,.glb,.
glm and.gls files. - View and
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select the model entities
in.md2.mdk and.vmf files. -
View and select the textures
in.vmr files. - Select textures to
modify. - Direct editing of the
source object model files. -
Quickly zoom in and out of
model and texture objects. -
Export and save the current list. -
Export.mdk,.md2,.vmf,.vmr,.txt,
.gl,.glb,.glm and.gls files to
external files. - Export.mdl,.mdk,
.md2,.bsp,.vmf,.vmr,.txt,.gl,.glb,.
glm and.gls files to external files.
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- Edit and save.glm files. - Expor
t.mdl,.mdk,.md2,.bsp,.vmf,.vmr,.
txt,.gl,.glb,.glm and.gls files to
external files. - Export.mdl,.mdk,
.md2,.bsp,.vmf,.vmr,.txt,.gl,.glb,.
glm and.gls files to external files.
- View and load Half-Life 2,
Half-Life: Source and Black
Mesa
source.map,.bsp,.vmf,.vmr,.txt
and.gl files. 09e8f5149f
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Portable Crafty

* An intuitive user interface
(only mouse movements
required) * A fast and cross-
platform (Windows
7, 8, 10, Linux) application *
Direct access to all Half-Life
source game data files regardless
of their file format * Import and
export powerful Half-Life model
and material file formats *
Support for all material types in
Half-Life (physically based,
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voxel, xyz, HMP, HB) and most
of the voxel map formats (md3,
mds, mdd, mdd3, mdx, 3dm, ms
3d, mes, omf) * 'Flat image'
access to a variety of files
(.svg, .eps, .jpg, .png, .tga, .dds)
* Full screen, resizable and
floating frame buffer mode for
viewing and editing model files *
Graphic export capabilities for
nearly all Half-Life source model
and material formats along with
all Half-Life savegame formats *
Support for high detail 3D
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models, cameras and texturing *
Full support for material
configurable lighting * Light
type optimization of Half-Life
and Half-Life 2 rendering *
Advanced texture editing
features * 3D filters for image
processing * Preview of UV
mappings and.MPF textures *
Alpha support for textures
(TGA/PNG) * Pixel, n-gon,
mipmapping for textures (for all
Half-Life source file formats) *
An integrated and easy-to-use
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control panel for
editing/imposing materials *
Background, foreground and
color adjustment options for
viewer, editing and editing panel
* Filter models with your own
textures and materials * Material
editing features * Automatic
save/loading of material settings
* Export to stdout for viewing
textures and materials *
Numerous icon themes * Various
user interface and control panel
skins * User defined keyboard
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shortcuts * Full 256 color display
support * Full screen mode -
anywhere * Full screen with
mouse panels on both sides *
File sorting * Random and
sequential file ordering * File
comparison * Path highlighting *
Bookmarks * Search of files and
directories in wide range of file
formats * Fully configurable
(over 50 settings via config file)
* High-quality OpenGL 2.0
rendering code for Windows XP,
Vista, 7 and Windows 8 (64bit
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and 32bit

What's New In Portable Crafty?

Portable Crafty is a 3D object,
material, model and file
browsing utility targeted towards
Half-Life modders or enthusiasts
looking for a Steam Independent
application for quick previews.
Portable Crafty currently
supports Half-Life
2.bsp,.vmf, .gl and.mdl formats
along with Half-Life
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Classic.map,.bsp and .mdl as
well as .rmf files in a variety of
render modes. Portable Crafty is
designed foremost as an object
viewer, but it also contains
several useful features that can
be invoked externally from a
command line. Not suitable for
everyday use by someone who
doesn’t want to configure his
system to browse files from his
hard drive. And by comparison
to any viewer, Portable Crafty is
difficult to configure for. New in
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version 2.0 is support for: 
Support for additional Half-Life
2 engine formats/extensions 
Support for additional map
formats  Support for additional
object formats  Support for
additional asset formats  Support
for.vpk archive format (same
as.mdl format) Support for the
FBX model format  Support for
the MD3 model format  Support
for the obj format  Support for
the 2.5s format  Support for the
3D Studio Max / Maya / Blender
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/ 3ds max models  Support for
the XSI model format  Support
for the FBX and MDL file
format for all versions of Half-
Life  Support for the obli format 
Support for the VTF model
format  Support for the PVR
format  Support for the PVE
format Support for the VRML
format  Support for mod support
(for changing the engine) 
Portable Crafty Best Features:
Portable Crafty is the preeminent
application for displaying and
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editing the 3D models, textures,
materials and other assets from
Valve's Half-Life 2 engine. It is
designed for Half-Life 2
modders and enthusiasts, but it
works with any Half-Life game
regardless of version and is easy
to use. Ensure you have installed
and configured Steam and it's
dependencies. There are some
minor version compatibility
issues with default Steam
installations. The best way to fix
this is to install Portable Crafty
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from the Steam download page
(Steam isn
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System Requirements For Portable Crafty:

OS: Windows 7 64-bit Windows
7 64-bit Processor: Intel Core 2
Quad CPU Q9500 @ 2.93 GHz
Intel Core 2 Quad CPU Q9500
@ 2.93 GHz Memory: 6 GB 6
GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia
Geforce 7900 GS / ATI X1950
GT Nvidia Geforce 7900 GS /
ATI X1950 GT Hard Drive: 3
GB free space 3 GB free space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible
sound card DirectX compatible
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sound card DirectX: DirectX
9.0c compatible graphics
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